Man The Homefront

Steve McQueen was the embodiment of confidence, and could pull off any role on the big screen with self-assured ease. Here, the so-called King of Cool is seen in 1963 at his house in Palm Springs, practicing his aim. If your target is to nail down some new touches for the home this spring, sit down and take aim: we've gathered some handsome accessories for every guy's home, from a handsome sofa signed by André Arbus to a tequila that's fit a king—or a McQueen.

1. POLO RALPH LAUREN Travel light with this smooth leather coin case in gray by Polo; $85. 2. ROLEX The Day-Date Perpetual Sky-Dweller in Everose gold and chocolate dial proves simplicity is the ultimate sophistication; price upon request. 3. MAISON GAGNER This Andre Arbus sofa, signed by Arbus himself, comes in a set of two and was originally commissioned in 1953; price upon request. 4. BACCARAT Abyssine Hurricane lampiniers in clear crystal by Thomas Bonde; $530 each. 5. DELOÉ Take tequila up a notch with Deléon, including the pain of the portrait, $140; $280. 6. PURIFICAT Versa of Architect picture frame plated in silver and gold; $200. 7. ASSOULINE The new 2004 Pabst Molyneux: At Home (Assouline) is the perfect addition to your bookshelf.
Ladylike Touches

Horst P. Horst photographed this model—in Cartier jewelry and a pink shawl, with scarf in hand—for an April 1959 issue of Vogue. A lady knows it’s all in the details, especially when those details are a fine silk scarf or wraparound serpent bracelet. Remember that the softest touch can make or break your look, whether it’s in fashion or interior design—which is why we ought to take a look at any woman or her abode.

1. GIEK Produced in the French Loire Valley, Glen Falmouth stands the test of time in all forms, including this rug from the Indigo dinnerware line; $350. 2. URBAN EARS Plattan ADV wireless headphones in purple with unique interface; $59. 3. PATEK PHILIPPE The Ref. 5004G Ladies Annual Calendar in white gold, black mother-of-pearl dial, and diamond surround; $70,000. 4. LALIQUE The 2020 Seduction limited-edition crystal perfume bottle, inspired by the serpent—a symbol of wisdom, fertility, and seduction; $2,800. 5. FERNANDO MASTRANGELI Using materials like pewtered glass and sand to craft beautiful furniture pieces—from bookshelves to desks—Fernando Mastrangeli’s pieces are architectural treasures; available at Maison Gerard, 212.870.7622. 6. LINDA HORN Pair of 18th-century Louis XV French Bergère chairs; $55,000.